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Building Capacity
for building a
Results-based
Monitoring and
Evaluation
Framework

Cyclone Evan

Building capacity for MEF - Samoa Cyclone
Evan (and links to GoS sector plans)

Step by Step Approach
Program Logic – Overview
What is the Theory of Change?
What is a Logical Framework?
MEF Overview (linked to Recovery Reporting and
Sector Reporting)
5. Discussion and Practical exercise on indicators
6. Next Steps??
1.
2.
3.
4.

2009 Tsunami
Recommendation 2
Post Tsunami Report - June 2011
• It was important for all lead sector ministries to
coordinate and put in place a M&E framework
against which hey could effectively monitor the
progress of implementation and to determine
whether the recovery program met the needs of
the affected population
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Sharing Learning
• What do you know about this topic
already?
• Who is familiar with Theory of
Change or a Logical Framework?
• Anyone worked with a MEF?
•

My experience – Uni Melb, NGO project designs, incl
MEF, monitoring (Red Cross and SC – tsunami),
evaluations (public sector), resources (World Bank,
UNDP, ADB, AusAID, the literature – eg Sue Funnell,
Purposeful Program Theory)

Community of Practice for M&E
• Communities of Practice – two levels
proposed:
•
•

1. Sector Coordination Meeting
2. MoF (cadre of M&E support staff – buddies and pods – endorsed
by Asst CEOs and CEOs

• MoF work with Sectors to build their
capacity
•

MoF already work with Sectors but need to help them build their
capacity (Karen to help while in Samoa)

Reflective Learning
“The value of making time and space for honest,
open, reflective analysis should not be
underestimated. One of the pitfalls of many M&E
systems is the lack of time given to making
sense of formal and informal monitoring data.
Program initiatives are often responding to
complex, changing situations. It is therefore
important to STOP, REFLECT and LEARN.
Sector Coordination Meetings (2-monthly)
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DRR as a cross-cutting issue
• These aspects of our work make
things harder (more complicated)
but more strategically aligned and
matched to the context (eg post
disaster Samoa)
• Developing standard MEF is
important given increasing
frequency and scale of
disasters (GFDRR)

Programs are strategic
• There should be a ‘fit’ between the
program and the strategic context (WoG)
• Examples include country partnership
strategies, government national plans,
medium term development strategies,
MDGs and Sector Plans)

Coherence of Recovery with
existing Government Plans
National Plan

Cyclone Evan PDNA (Mar
2013)
DALA
Human Needs
Social Impact

14 x Sector Plans
9 x Sector Recovery MEF

9 x Sector Recovery Plans

14 x Sector MEF

BBB; - VfM - Vulnerability Inclusive/Informed decs HR/Protection Approach - Risk Mgt
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Whole of Government Approach

Strategy Layers
• Country Program
Level
• Sector-Level
• Program Level
• Organisation Level

• Programs must take into account crosscutting issues - DRR, gender; child
protection; anti-corruption; disability;
environmental protection, etc.
• These issues are often referred to as
‘cross-cutting’ issues in development
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Stakeholder Checklist (WB)
• Who might be affected (positively or negatively) by the
Recovery Plan?
• Who are the "voiceless" – most vulnerable - special
efforts should be made?
• Who is responsible for what is going on?
• Who can make what is intended more effective through
their participation or less effective by their nonparticipation or outright opposition?
• Who can contribute financial and technical resources?
• Whose behaviour has to change for the effort to
succeed?

Logic is designed for Results

KEY POINTS - PROGRAM LOGIC
•Starts with the end in mind – sometimes called a ‘blue-print’
•Explains the links to strategy (country, donors, organisational)
and relevant across the project cycle
•Used to monitor and evaluation (measurable indicators)
•Documents the cause-effect relationships between activities,
outputs, outcomes and project impacts, plus risk, assumptions
•Is a longstanding management tool utilised for aid projects
•Can be complex and challenging across cultures.
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Simplified Program Logic
•Underlying a logic model is a series of ‘ifthen’ relationships that express the
program’s theory of change
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Project Logic

terminology
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Project Goal = ‘big picture’
statement of desired results
Recovery from the Impact
of Cyclone Evan and
building resilience for
Samoa
- Is this our high-level
goal? Why we are here?

Impact?

• Refers to how the project will affect
stakeholders.
• Who will benefit? Who will not?
• What will change? What wont change?
• Who is likely to be effected and how?
• What are the implications of the change?

Outcomes (often med-term) resulting from the
project (+ or - long-term Impacts)

I
M
P
A
C
T
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Outputs – deliverables (what we do
– products, goods, services)
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Project logic should be built locally

Overview – M&E
•M&E – multiple levels
•Importance of SMART indicators and baselines
•M&E to document lessons learned
•Monitor project performance (short to med/long
term)
•Monitoring – internal focus
•Evaluation – external focus
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Why M&E?
Is the project working? Achieving its
objectives or outcomes
Can the project be improved?
Is there a better way?
Is it worth it?
Accountability (to Samoans, Donors)
Programs are incentives-based

Lessons Learned
• M&E to
document
lessons learned
to guide future
work and inform
development
practice

Differences M&E
Monitoring
•Implementation
•Normally Internal at regular
intervals
•Keeps track of activities and
results of post-disaster
programs

Evaluation
•Usually done externally
•Similar to a ‘snapshot’
•Documents lessons learned
and impacts
•Documents findings and
recommendations
•Accountability (donors,
citizens)
•In post-disaster, challenging
– eg data hard to obtain,
analyse
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M&E – Disaster Context
• Keep it simple, realistic and focus on what
needs to be measured (short and M/Long
term)
• Link Results to strategic documents (eg
national plans, sector plans but keep it
specific to the context of CE - eg tourism
marketing is not relevant to CE but it is
relevant to the sector plan)
• Need to show results quickly, on the
ground to deliver humanitarian
relief/recovery after CE
• Use indicators that are easy to monitor

M&E – different levels
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M&E must be resourced
• Around 5 per cent of
program funds
should be set aside
for M&E
• Resourcing may
include financial and
human resources

What is Performance monitoring?
• Ongoing checks on progress against
outcomes and delivery of outputs (against
Recovery plans and MEF – short and
med/long term).
• Shows change against baselines
• Checks on project risks
• What are we learning?
• Monitoring allows for adjustments and
changes (if required)

What is evaluation?
• A periodic review of the project - typically midterm (internal or external) and end of project
reviews (usually external)
• Evaluation should document lessons learned
and feedback that can be used for a future
project cycle or other similar initiative
• Summative Evaluation – at the end (eg AusAID
will undertake an independent external
evaluation at the end of CE)
• Formative Evaluation – incremental – during eg
MTE
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Evaluation (DAC)
• Relevance – Appropriateness (useful?)
• Effective – did the program logic deliver
the expected outcomes/impacts?
• Efficiency
• Impact (changes) – may be intended or
unintended
• Sustainability – ongoing beyond the
program/project?

Data Triangulation
• Used to build reliability of findings
– comparing data from different
sources to see whether they support the same
finding
• Different methodologies (often this is a mixed
approach –qualitative and quantitative - but can
also mean different within one approach)
• Different sources of information (for example
government records, NGO records)
• Even though triangulation implies 3 (can be 2+)

Indicators
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Baselines

• In order to observe changes, benchmarks
against which indicators can be judged –
can capture qualitiative or quantitative
information

PERFORMANCE
TARGETS
• Use – SMART etc
• Qualitative and Quantitative –
• Numbers measure and record
• If you cannot measure it and verify how
do you manage it?

Outcomes – Indicators –
Baselines - Targets
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Group Activity - Indicators

From Theory to
Practice
• Next Steps
Build Capacity for M&E – July/August 2013
Next visit – tentatively Jan (coincide with
annual Recovery Reports)
Community of Practice (at Sector level and
MOF team)
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